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IDENTIT Y

Ahladas Physiotherapy

logo for Jonathan Ahladas, a 
physiotherapist deeply inspired by 
Bruce Lee

the watercolor stroke alludes to the 
famous “Be water, my friend” quote

the monogram is a lowercase a 
abstracted to represent a number 
of things, among them a growing 
seedling



POSTER

El Laberinto de Enks

minimalist poster for an art show 
headlined by Skin Wars winner Rick 
‘Enks’ Uribe

the maze pictured is real and can be 
solved



EDITORIAL

Vanidad No. 227

art direction, layout, illustration, 
photo-editing, and file prepping 
for one of Spain’s leading fashion 
magazines



FLYER / ILLUSTR ATION

Little Orbit Zine

flyer for a zine release party in 
Albuquerque, New Mexico

digital collage based on the 
astrological sign Taurus and its 
characteristics and qualities:

ruling planet Venus 
spirit color pink 
in touch with physical self



LOGO

Chocoliddy

monogram for New Jersey-based 
chocolatier Chocoliddy

made to convey a refined classic/
vintage feel 

restrained to allow the chocolates to 
speak for themselves



GIG POSTER

November 3

an interpretation of the fluid  
and organic nature of jazz and 
jamming out



IDENTIT Y

First Campaign PDX

the flag is a symbol of campaign, 
dreams, ambition, and a flowing piece 
of fabric, held high for all to see

there is an F hidden in there





LOGO

MdF Family Partners

a mark for the 150th anniversary of a 
business services firm in Spain



BR ANDING

Mezcal Buenbicho

logo design for an artisanal, small-
batch mezcal produced in Oaxaca

bicho is spanish for “bug”

the brand wanted to facilitate a social 
media presence and appeal to trendy 
consumers 





PRESENTATION

The Student  
Voter Initiative

The Student Voter Initiative is a 
program set up by the office of Texas 
State Senator José Rodríguez

it aims to boost voter turnout among 
young people, particularly high-
schoolers

these slides are part of a presentation 
shared across Texas 





MARKETING CAMPAIGN

The Point

The Point is a mixed-use space in 
Mexico City

it contains suites, apartments, and 
retail spaces

the key points to be communicated 
were location and the benefits of 
having everything within reach 

the building itself has strong visual 
components





IDENTIT Y

Spellbound

Spellbound is a shrub-maker based in 
Albuquerque, New Mexico

the logo is a monogram with an 
esoteric twist, referencing the name 
Spellbound, and a drop reminiscent  
of the elixirs these syrups can be 
mixed into



CAMPAIGN / WEB DESIGN 

Hotel Amapa

Hotel Amapa is an upcoming hotel in 
Puerto Vallarta

the hotel wanted to communicate to 
experienced travelers an alternative 
to resorts, while alluding to the olden 
days of Vallarta

these designs are made to optimize 
the brand’s minimalist identity and 
restrained color palette





IDENTIT Y

Zephyr Community Art Studio

logo for a music venue and art space 
in Santa Fe, New Mexico

the mark is a bird of song, highlighting 
Zephyr’s role in the local music scene

it is also a weather vane, playing off 
of the word zephyr and the traveling 
nature of musicians, who go where 
the wind takes them

can you see the Z?



SOCIAL MEDIA

Ömalli

social media content for a distributor 
of maize flour

a fun and eye-catching way to 
communicate the heritage, craft, and 
tactile qualities of corn masa



POSTER

DoubleScope Films

posters and flyers for a small 
production studio based in  
El Paso, Texas



IDENTIT Y /  POSTER

The Salon

The Salon is a series of gatherings 
organized by writer Ari Lombardi, 
currently based in Guangzhou, China

the logo is a parachute-pencil point 
hybrid symbolic of Ari’s penchant for 
travel and writing

the posters are purely experimental 
and loosely represent the theme of 
each Salon





BR ANDING / FLYER / WEB DESIGN

Santa Fe Dry Goods and Workshop

rebranding for a high-end women’s 
clothing store

the icon is a weave that combines 
western and eastern elements, 
representing the store’s collection of 
international designers

the visuals are conservative and 
optimized for an older audience
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IDENTIT Y /  FLYER

Home is a Lonely Hunter

Home is a Lonely Hunter is  
an ongoing project by writer  
Ari Lombardi

the mark* was inspired by an 
experiment titled Letters to Strangers 
and resembles a postage ink stamp

the quill is an instrument of writing 
and the feather of a messenger 
bird, an early form of long-distance 
communication

*this was made long before round 
typography layouts and stamp styles 
became all the rage



POSTER

Student Engagement and 
Leadership Center

the SELC is an office of the University 
of Texas at El Paso responsible 
for fostering leadership skills and 
involvement in students

these posters were made to 
communicate events in a way that 
would break through the myriad of 
posters and flyers shared around the 
campus

while adhering to strict university 
guidelines and standards 







POSTER

Memento 2

poster for an art opening at The Art 
Avenue gallery in El Paso, Texas

inspired by the print ephemera used 
in the artist’s collages

the letters were printed, crumpled, 
scanned, and edited digitally



IDENTIT Y

logos & monograms

branding and identity for several 
freelance clients

some are monograms with playful 
elements and abstractions

others are symbols and icons with 
metaphoric meaning and narrative
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POSTER

Nocturnal

poster for a dance event by 
Tumbleweed Collective in  
El Paso, Texas

this is an abstract representation of 
the night, and a play with contrast 
between light and dark



POSTER

Re: Stories of the Borderland

this series of dance pieces shares 
stories of life in the Mexican-
American border

organic form was used instead of 
trite cultural and desert imagery

the forms are moving, or dancing, 
together, like the inseparable sister 
cities of El Paso and Ciudad Juarez



POSTER

Women’s History Month

a call for papers on topics relating  
to contemporary Women’s issues

this was an avoidance of any 
symbols or imagery associated with 
femininity, and a purely experimental 
typography and color approach



IDENTIT Y /  POSTER

Los Visionaries

Los Visionaries is an art collective 
based in El Paso, Texas

they are a group of multidisciplinary 
artists that blur the lines between 
street and fine art

the logo has gone through several 
iterations, with the eye as a mainstay

the posters are experimental and re-
flect and accommodate the different 
styles of the collective’s members













FLYER

Mesa Street Barbershop

print ads for a barbershop in  
El Paso, Texas

a modern twist on vintage 
advertisements, with a touch  
of humor



POSTER

Cuadro / Machine Project

series of posters for a pop-up art 
space in El Paso, Texas

the playful forms relate to the theme 
and work of the presenting artists





GIG POSTER

Liv Lombardi

posters for singer songwriter  
Liv Lombardi

Liv enjoys having her likeness used 
in each poster, which presents a nice 
opportunity for collage





IDENTIT Y /  EDITORIAL /  FLYER

KNACK Magazine

KNACK is a digital publication that 
showcases emerging and established 
artists from all over the globe
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